
Year 1 – Week 2 – 30.3.20 

Tuesday  

Phonics: Please recap the following sounds: 
 ey – say ‘monkey, monkey’  
       ask your child to read     
        and spell these words:  
       monkey, honey, key, nosey,  
        money, turkey 
        Can they make up 2 alien  
        words e.g.  
        ronkey, nurkey 
a-e – say ‘make a cake’ 
      ask your child to read  
       and spell these words:  
       make, shake, cake, name,    
        same, game, save, brave,  
        late, date 
        Can they make up 2 alien        
        words e.g.    
        vate, slabe    
                

                                                                        
 
English:  

Warm up - Add the prefix un to these words - fair, zip, comfortable, happy, 
kind.  
 
Now use them in a sentence in your home learning books  
e.g. I had to unzip my coat.  
 
Activity: Write a diary about your day. Think about what you did and how 
you felt today. Include lots of adjectives (describing words) e.g. I wrote an 
exciting diary entry today in my red home learning book.  
 
 
 

 



Maths: Today we are comparing lengths and heights.   

Remind your child: 

length is how long something is 

height is how tall something is.  

Activity:  

1. Choose 5 objects from around the house. Can you put them in order 
from shortest to longest? Draw a picture of your objects in your home 
learning books. Write sentences underneath e.g.  

The yellow pencil is the longest. 

The blue pencil is the shortest.  

The yellow pencil is longer than the blue pencil. 

The blue pencil is shorter than the orange pencil. 

 

2. Can you line your family up in height order from shortest to tallest. Take 
a picture or draw a picture in your home learning books and write 
sentences underneath e.g.  
 

Dad is the tallest 

My brother Harry is the shortest. 

Mum is taller than me. 

I am shorter than Dad. 

 

Challenge: Download the Tuesday maths challenge sheet from the website. 
The first page (questions 1-3) are challenge 1, the second page (questions 4-6) 
are challenge 2 and the third page (questions 7-9) are challenge 3. Print and 
stick them into your home learning book or write them out for your child.  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://4570book.info/amazing-cliparts/images-of-tall-taller-tallest-clipart.htm&psig=AOvVaw1w4qVvy_v4rmgyna8HGAid&ust=1585398299118000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCOC32ovTuugCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAP

